State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaint 19-082
Judges:

Complainant:
ORDER
July 17, 2019
The Complainant alleged an appellate court judge rushed through the
disposition of his pending matter. The complainant also alleged two appellate court
judges improperly handled the disposition of pending bar complaints.
The role of the Commission on Judicial Conduct is to impartially determine
whether a judicial officer has engaged in conduct that violates the Arizona Code of
Judicial Conduct or Article 6.1 of the Arizona Constitution. There must be clear and
convincing evidence of such a violation in order for the Commission to take
disciplinary action against a judicial officer.
The Commission does not have jurisdiction to overturn, amend, or remand a
judicial officer’s legal rulings. The Commission reviewed all relevant available
information and concluded there was not clear and convincing evidence of ethical
misconduct in this matter. The complaint is therefore dismissed pursuant to Rules
16(a) and 23(a).
Copies of this order were distributed to all
appropriate persons on July 17, 2019.
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COMPLAINT AGAINST A JUDGE
Name:

Judge’s Name:

Instructions: Use this form or plain paper of the same size to file a complaint. Describe in your own
words what you believe the judge did that constitutes judicial misconduct. Be specific and list all of the
names, dates, times, and places that will help the commission understand your concerns. Additional pages may
be attached along with copies (not originals) of relevant court documents. Please complete one side of the paper
only, and keep a copy of the complaint for your records.

and see email to:

Please add this Justice to my complaint concerning

from:
for more.
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Please add

To my complaint concerning
The
Court I believe involved in connected
issues to general situation including the handling of my complaints at the
but the situation generally
and aware that the servicing I have received compromised by corrupted investigations and government
officials - some of whom are again former peers from
and their secret society
(which I believe grants members government clearance) and malicious relatives or others from
who work as informants and confidential government employees for local law enforcement, fbi,
dea etc but also including for foreign governments such as
While there is a case with
and
court the other case referenced is a writ
of habeas corpus, at
Court, In the Matter of
on Habeas Corpus, Case
No
where I was wrongfully imprisoned in a situation where in
county those involved
targeting me in open discoveries are able to engage in torturous abuse and harassment while pre
meditating abuse of the mental health system and much revolves around the domestic abuse and violence
stemming from those in home environment maintaining open discoveries. They lie to
me, but in
County their local law enforcement also maintains open discoveries including the
PD
and
team. The
complaints I made have a major
impact on legal paradigms and this occurred when I referenced a case with
in my
complaint concerning
of
County Counsel. It was a case concerning the suicide
of
son. I used it because I recognize in a system where I am being targeted by those in
open discoveries there could be mandates of disclosure dependent on issues of subject matter and hence
was looking for a way to address
However, instead it prompted a severe abuse episode where
and
lied and it seemed opportune for the
pd and
to go along with
it because they also maintain open discoveries Once in the corruption continues at
Hospital and I
am held there for over
by Dr
who not only lies during this writ of habeas
corpus case but on researching him after, he actually is a dr with ties to
and could operate in
insider system with other confidential government employees of various nationality and could be bribed by
those involved such as
whose son
I know from
and has links to
Please refer to my
complaint concerning
of
County and
of the
Court as more concerning is
corruption stemming from them. The judge of Case
I have a
complaint as clearly
involved also. I have not been informed of section
surveillance but believe this and other forms of
overhearings etc a major undisclosed issue. After this case, and my release I received phished
compromised emails from
indicating his complicity in same system.
County is a cesspool of corruption maintaining the human rights abuse I am being subject to. However,
other groups involved like
are aware and when I am subject to injustice no one intervenes
and I was wrongfully imprisoned by the mental health system and it handled the way they handle
everything else where those in open discoveries just modify their corrupt system Corruption rife at
Prior to this they hired former
director
who is responsible for targeting me in an open discovery prior to dealing with
and no history of
psychological problems because they intended to severely torture with pre meditated plans to abuse
mental health system in
County. They then hired
a nurse from
County
who was apart of first instance I was
when
and
lied and the
pd

and
(clinician
left
after) and they had a preplanned event and their disturbing
behaviors continued at
and there was clearly subject to a internal proceeding
after where witness and participant in corruption was relocated to
hospital. It is not clear if
Psychiatrist
a confidential government employee or foreign operative but also corrupted.
The difference here, it is county organization with a corrupt DA maintaining a corrupt
open discovery and internal investigation while promoting system of torture I have been subject to while
trapped inside of their county. Furthermore
employs
whose son
now
a doctor at
was a peer at
I spent time with and someone involved in takeover. There are other
cases at
Court also ongoing including
v
case no.
that is initiated by same group who amidst torturing
me can plan and execute negative events. Please refer to
complaint concerning
Once again, I am being denied justice by those isolating me. It is for the sole purpose of their
ability to torture and
not intervening in my matters appropriately but has benefitted from
the associated corruption. As this is ongoing note once again, those involved severely isolating are
severely torturing me. I don't know how to emphasize the severity of their human rights abuse, but it is
known behavior they have botched my surgery, maimed my body and surgically altered me for and
have me trapped in a small room where they altered the electricity to amplify their torture. They are very
cynical sadistic people and
because of corruption of government officials and how closely they conform to violating laws they are likely
making a mockery of justice because my life is something that people are able to do incredibly sick evil
things and instead of punishment they get powers privileges and rewards including more state power. The
maintenance of the shackles of their abuse and torture continues but lawyers involved in issues that
directly shows the greed and selfishness and corruption of those involved. They are severely torturing me,
they are flagrantly using powers given to them for their profit and gain and are able to steal and confiscate
money, embezzle and bribe using the powers of the state afforded to them. Meaning it's financial crime
being facilitated by people who obtained government power to severely torture me and ensure their
impunity and I believe some actions compelled by this complaint and they are conforming to activity where
those involved in the shockingly corrupt shockingly exploitative are able to lie and ensure that their heinous
human behaviors are covered by ensuring that their evil can never be spoken of or deal with. meaning if
they don't get what they want they then silence those involved and repeat it. As this occurs the severity of
their torture increases which I have once again they have maimed my body, surgically altered me for and I
am trapped in a small room where they altered the electricity to amplify their torture and abuse as they
utilize voice to skull and cortical modem and electronic weapons (severe aggravation to ear, creating sense
of molestation etc) but it is total sensory abuse that extends beyond their maiming and assault to my body
but again from other people, and behaviors that are timed planned scheduled and coordinated using
technology also. . Once again I have never mentioned this in any situation in which the mental health
system abused but rather those invovled activated their intensified torture AFTER they began abusing it
and even then I have never mentioned it. It's that they are severely torturing me with this intent and have
lied to actually abuse the system but once they do the system is severely corrupted.
For further reference regarding the situation here is a complaint I made to
situation:

that connects to the

is another trust lawyer but now based in
but also connected to
domestic states where there are not only favorable trust laws but matters ongoing connected to severe
human rights abuses, torture and takeover of associated IP and much of the financial crime linked stems
from those involved who have obtained government status and clearance so they can abuse power and

investigations in order to confiscate money which they launder, embezzle, bribe etc etc but doing so with
the powers of the state and it extends to not just domestic agencies i.e local law enforcement, FBI but
individuals who also operate on behalf of foreign governments for example
advertises
that it does not have a military presence on campus but in fact I believe it is fraud and groups like their
secret society
but also foreign military like
recruit for
One example, is
board member
of
I pick up
in cortical modem,
which allows them to do things like create sick disturbing sensations like a sense of molestation but there is
a link to internet and continuous negative dialogue that also operates in conjunction with other forms of
torture they maimed my body and surgically altered me for and once again altered the electricity in the
small room I am trapped in for torture into a literal torture chamber. They are very sadistic and very corrupt,
and believe they conform to patterns of activity where they actually are aware of these laws and have
willfully committed the crimes conforming to torture law because of they are making a mockery of justice
(i.e for example with torture law they have physically maimed my body, they violated me during surgery
and botched it but implanted technology to torture also physical abuse to amplify psychological abuse,
torture chamber, but they have a long history of setting rules in place also to inflict distress and harm on my
life but they might be breaking human rights law and other laws on purpose because it conforms so closely
to codified rules about torture) but sometimes very rarely it is positive sensation and how I first noticed it as
I was literally knocked out into a state of positive catharsis. I believe there is a literal link to the feelings
produced and their efforts to cut off digitally meaning there is a trap trace that effects me physiologically.
They program things digitally also to coincide with their total sensory abuse. It is mostly very horrific,
disturbing sensations and your whole body feels aggravated and cut off from itself and they often cut off
things like sexual response which has a very disturbing impact. But because I am being tortured, I don't
know if the rare moments there are positive sensations I don't know what is actually happening. But
is something now being programmed. It is a very major aspect of what is occurring and likely
explains their abuse of the mental health system but once again I have no history of mental health issues
and I only noticed AFTER abuse of the mental health system began by those involved in home
environment and those monitoring are severely torturing me. However, at times I lay down it is positive and
sometimes I also I pick up polite respectful conversation of discovery of
(who I would not
ordinarily support politically) and I don't know in cortical modem but those involved utilizing it commit fraud
but it is a very rarely direct information that I can understand and everything conforms to the same sick
system of indirect harassment and abuse and hence it is very horrid to experience but when it is direct
information I believe it is fraud for example, false promised of being able to leave
as if I would
finally be informed. Voice to skull is a known technology but the cortical modem is a also real technology
that those involved have utilized to torture me but interacts with the invented process that I developed that
those involved who conspired to torture and isolate me never planned on. There is likely much more money
and many more individuals linked and they flagrantly lie, flagrantly commit fraud to steal money but do so
by corrupting internal investigations because they are corrupt government officials of varying clearance
level and nationality, and they confiscate money and conduct internal investigations knowing that those
conducting it are facilitating a sham. For example, relatives like
who obtained status as a
official to torture me and others he connected with like
who married into
citizenship
and also operates as a
official (I always thought he was
but I don't know if he is also
which would mean he would have dual citizenship and could be recruited by
but his friend
s not and
has links to
troopers and the fusion center but also
but they were in
frat whose members also maintain an open discovery and I don't know
if they are all apart of the
secret society whose members are stalking and torturing me and
grant government clearance.
who was in other frat where this occurs
and apart of
and
and not sure if there is an American presence as the CIA is a group that was
allowed to recruit in career week and hence I don't know how intelligence agencies fit technically but
University was not a safe place for me especially with people like
or others from
able to stalk me and violate my space and privacy to enlist others doing the same. With other people
stalking me, I don;'t know who the source of recruitment is but they utilize their power for financial crime
and torture and they interact amongst themselves planning and conspiring to steal money which is linked to
my ip but also money I believe from various investigations etc as any domestic group would need to place
money in a trust of some kind and there are likely laws ensuring it is domestic and in reality there are very
good options in the united states. I believe this occurring and these two additional attorneys aware. Once
again after receiving phished communications from
on behalf of
they had him
change position to
and it is one firm participating in open discoveries linked to
takeover and those involved isolating and torturing me.
and
were at
but recently set out in their own private practice and believe some of their decision in light of my
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